


Prez Sez...
 
   Well here it is the end of May and we do not have
our Field Day plans finalized yet. The next meeting
we will decide if we are going to participate or not,
where it will be and what class we will run. We also
need to know what extra points we will chase.  It is all
up in the air until our next meeting. This may turn out
to be my last Field Day as it gets harder and harder
every year. 
  It is Dayton weekend as I type this email and the
Hamvention[TM] is in full swing. You can find live
video on the web in several places if you care to see
what is going on first hand.. I can tell you John Papay,
K8YSE,  is  doing  satellite  demonstration  from  the
Dayton Hamvention[TM] because I heard him on FO-
28 today. 
  An idea for some kind of project is in the works so
stay tuned to see if you want to be a part of it. Better
yet make a suggestion of what project you would like
us to get involved in. Do you have an old Tenna rotor
laying around?  How would you like turn it  into a
Satellite rotor?  I can show you how easy it would be
if you are interested in doing so. 
  I hope to see you all at the next meeting.

73 BILL N8WS

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE…   
  For many years West Park Radiops volunteers
have  helped  LCAC  volunteers  sort  and  deliver
articles to the needy. As an ARRL Special Service
Club, our members assist this activity every year.
Our  next  opportunity  will  be  on  November  21,
2015.  On  May  9  the  following  club  members
helped with the LCAC Spring Cleaning Supplies
deliveries:   N8CX,  AF8C,  K8VUS,  W8KH,
KD8VML.

RECENT NETS & TALK…
  For the Club’s nets, we have switched over to
only  operating  on  2m  on  147.36+.  Many
interesting  discussions  are  being summarized  in
our almost weekly net reports. However, you must
have  a  clear  shot  at  the  repeater's  receiving
antenna to use an HT. Please consider your 2m
antenna systems and how they perform for the net.

2015 MEETING PROGRAMS...
  The  following  topics  are  still  on  the  list  for
programs: SKYPE with Bob Heil, shack videos, a
possible fox hunt in nice weather. Now we have
some new ideas in the making, such as comparing
different Web browsers, Echolink and/or IRLP, or
one of  the old standbys such as Smith Chart  or
Transmission Line Analysis.
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FCC WILL END VANITY CALL AND GMRS FEES...
          (from The ARRL Letter 05/22/2015)
   The FCC is eliminating the regulatory fee to apply for an Amateur Radio vanity call sign. The change will not  
go into effect, however, until required congressional notice has been given. This will take at least 90 days. As the
Commission explained in a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Report and Order, and Order (MD Docket 14-92 
and others),  released May 21, it’s a matter of simple economics.
   “The Commission spends more resources on processing the regulatory fees and issuing refunds than the amount
of the regulatory fee payment,” the FCC said. “As our costs now exceed the regulatory fee, we are eliminating 
this regulatory fee category.” The current vanity call sign regulatory fee is $21.40, the highest in several years. 
The FCC reported there were 11,500 “payment units” in FY 2014 and estimated that it would collect nearly 
$246,100.
   The FCC [said that], on average, more than 20,000 licenses that are newly obtained or renewed, every 10 and 5 
years, respectively. “The Commission often receives multiple applications for the same vanity call sign, but only 
one applicant can be  issued that call sign,” the FCC explained. “In such cases, the Commission issues refunds for
all the remaining applicants. In addition to staff and computer time to process payments and issue refunds, there is
an additional expense to issue checks for the applicants who cannot be refunded electronically.”
   The Commission said that after it provides the required congressional notification, Amateur Radio vanity 
program applicants “will no longer be financially burdened with such payments, and the Commission will no 
longer incur these administrative costs that exceed the fee payments. The revenue that the Commission would 
otherwise collect from these regulatory fee categories will be proportionally assessed on other wireless fee 
categories.” The FCC said it would not issue refunds to licensees who paid the regulatory fee prior to its official 
elimination.



THE FUSS ABOUT SPRATLY (1S)...
                     (On the Wikipedia sites)
    The Spratly Islands dispute is an ongoing territorial
dispute  between  Brunei,  China  (People's  Republic  of
China),  Malaysia,  the Philippines,  Taiwan (Republic  of
China), and Vietnam, concerning ownership of the Spratly
Islands,  a  group  of  islands  and  associated  "maritime
features" (reefs,  banks,  cays,  etc.)  located in  the South
China  Sea.  The  dispute  is  characterized  by  diplomatic
stalemate  and  the  employment  of  low-level  military
pressure  techniques  (such  as  military  occupation  of
disputed  territory)  in  the  advancement  of  national
territorial claims. All except Brunei occupy some of the
maritime features.
   Most of the "maritime features" in this area have at least
six names: The "International name", usually in English;
the  "Chinese  name",  sometimes  different  for  PRC and
ROC,  (and  also  in  different  character-sets);  the
Vietnamese, Philippine and Malaysian names, and also,
there  are  alternate  names,  (e.g.  Spratly  Island  is  also
known  as  Storm  Island),  and  sometimes  names  with
"colonial" origins (French,  Portuguese,  Spanish,  British,
etc.).  The  Japanese  also  named  features  during  their
occupation / control of the islands during World War II.
    The Spratly Islands are important for economic and
strategic  reasons.  The  Spratly  area  holds  potentially
significant,  but  largely  unexplored,  reserves  of  oil  and
natural gas; it is a productive area for world fishing; it is
one of the busiest areas of commercial shipping traffic;
and  surrounding  countries  would  get  an  extended
continental  shelf  if  their  claims  were  recognized.  In
addition to  economic incentives,  the Spratlys sit  astride
major  maritime  trade  routes  to  Northeast  Asia,  giving
them  added  significance  as  positions  from  which  to
monitor maritime activity in the South China Sea and to
potentially base and project military force from. In 2014,
China  drew  increased  international  attention  due  to  its
dredging activities within the Spratlys, amidst speculation
it is planning to further develop its military presence in the
area.[1]  In April  2015 satellite imagery revealed that
China  was  rapidly  constructing an airfield  on  Fiery
Cross  Reef  within  the  Spratlys. Only  China  (PRC),
Taiwan (ROC), and Vietnam have made claims based on
historical  sovereignty  of  the  islands.  The  Philippines,
however,  claims  part  of  the  area  as  its  territory  under
UNCLOS, an agreement parts of which have been ratified
by the countries involved in the Spratly islands dispute.

PUBLIC SERVICE TOUTED...
              (from the ARRL, 3/4/15)
ITU  REPORT:   
  The use of Amateur Radio in disaster preparedness and
response  was  among  “best  practices”  cited  in  the
International  Telecommunication  Union  (ITU)  Smart
Sustainable  Development  Model  Report  for  2015.
International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) President Tim
Ellam,  VE6SH/G4HUA,  is  a  member  of  the  Smart
Sustainable Development Model Advisory Board, which
prepared the report, published in January. The IARU is an
ITU sector member.
  “I  strongly  believe  that  telecommunications  and
[information and communication technology entities] are
critical to saving lives as well as integrating communities
and countries into the global economy particularly as we
enter  the  post-2015  development  era,”  ITU
Telecommunication  Development  Bureau  Director
Brahima Sanou said in the preface to the report,  which
deemed Amateur Radio operators “well suited to respond
in times of crisis.”
    “The resource of the Amateur Radio Service should
continue  to  be  utilized  as  new  technologies  are
developed,” the report said. “However, the best asset the
Amateur  Radio  Service  brings  to  emergency
communications transcends technology. It provides skilled
people  ‘on  the  ground’  who  can  communicate  using
whatever technology is available.”
  The report cited trained volunteers and existing allocated
spectrum  as  Amateur  Radio’s  primary  resources.
“Amateur Radio  services can be used in any area with an
active population of radio amateurs, and is uniquely suited
to situations in which other communication networks have
been disrupted,” the report said..”
   The report cites the Automatic Packet Reporting System
(APRS)  and  the  “weak-signal”  digital  modes  WSJT,
WSJT-X, and WSPR developed as open-source software
by  Nobel  Laureate  Joe  Taylor,  K1JT,  as  “new
technologies”. “Amateur Radio operators are also able to
make do with limited resources.”
    The report said radio amateurs can provide “short-term
immediate  communication  relief  until  such  time  as  a
commercial  enterprise,  such as a  satellite  operator,  can
place appropriate longer-term communications equipment.
The use of the spectrum and various operating modes by
radio  amateurs  allow  them  to  communicate  down  the
street  or  around  the  world,  which  makes  the  Amateur
Service  a  true,  independent  Information  and
Communication Technology.”
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
    (Courtesy of the NG3K website)

  StartDate,  EndDate, Entity,  Call

 Jun01, Jun08,Malta,9H3A
 Jun03, Jun08,East Kiribati,T32AZ
 Jun03, Jun12,Greenland,OX
 Jun05, Jun18,Maldives,8Q7CQ
 Jun05, Jun07,Monaco,3A
 Jun10, Jun18,Montserrat,VP2MKV
 Jun13, Jul22,St Kitts & Nevis,V47JA
 Jun21, Jun26,Liechtenstein,HB0
 Jun22, Jul06,Bahamas,C6AUX
 Jun24, Jul04,Niue,E6AB
 Jun25, Jul05,Saba & Sint Eustatius,PJ5A
 Jun28, Jul04,Market Reef,OJ0V
 Jul01, Jul14,Galapagos Is,HC8
 Jul07, Jul12,Cayman Is,ZF2LL
 Jul07, Jul18,Seychelles,S79OWZ
 Jul15, Jul21,St Pierre & Miquelon,FP
 Aug09, Aug23,Seychelles,S79
 Sep04, Sep19,Wake I,K6W
 Sep15, Sep30,Niue,E6GG
 Sep23, Sep28,Fiji,3D2YA
 Sep24, Oct14,Tuvalu,T2GC
 Oct02, Oct12,Chesterfield Is,TX3X
 Oct10, Oct22,Equatorial Guinea,3C7GIA
 Oct13, Oct28,Marshall Is,V73D
 Oct17, Oct27,Fernando de Noronha,PY0F
 Oct27, Nov03,East Kiribati,T32DX
 Oct31, Nov10,Vietnam,3W3MD
 Nov12, Nov21,Willis I,VK9WA
 Nov23, Dec05,Vietnam,XV2D
 Dec01, Dec31,Bouvet,3Y0F
 Dec03, Dec10,South Cook Is,E51XGI
 Dec16, Dec23,Lord Howe I,VK9L
2016 Jan01,2016 Jan31,Palmyra Is,KH5/p
2016 Jan15,2016 Feb15,North Korea,P5
2016 Jan15,2016 Feb16,South Georgia Is,VP8SGI
2016 Jan15,2016 Feb16,South Sandwich Is,VP8STI
2016 Jan15,2016 Feb15,Tonga,A35
2016 Mar01,2016 Mar31,Juan de Nova & Europa,FT/j
2016 Mar01,2016 Mar31,Palestine,E44Y
2016 Mar06,2016 Apr20,Heard I,VK0EK
2016 Mar14,2016 Mar26,Cocos Keeling,VK9C

SEA RESCUES...
      (per ARRL Letter 05/12/15, and  John Procter, W1HFG, 
and Bobby Graves, KB5HAV)
    On April 8, sailors Randy (VA3ORT) and Dawn (VA3PBT)
Ortiz of Ontario, Canada, ran into heavy seas that led them to
abandon their 42-foot sailing yacht  Nirvana Now in a remote
portion of the South Pacific while en route to the Marquesas.
They summoned help via the Pacific Seafarer’s Net on 14.300
MHz, and the North Carolina-based Continuum, skippered by
Bob Jankowski, KJ4ZFP, and his wife Mona, was able to come
to  their  rescue,  some  1200  miles  from the  nearest  landfall.
Pacific Seafarer’s Net member Fred Moore, W3ZU, in Florida
coordinated  a  request  for  help  Another  vessel,  Athos of
London, also had been diverted to help, but that vessel did not
have an HF radio on board and could not be called off until
after  Continuum had  arrived  on  the  scene  and  rescued  the
Ortizes.
  “I  would  like  to  impress  upon  all  that  it  was  the
communications allowed us through the SSB radio giving us
access to  the land-based ham networks and other  boats that
saved our lives,” Randy Ortiz told Latitude 38. “I think it is
still prudent for all persons voyaging offshore to be skilled in
the use of the SSB radio.”
   On April  16,  members  of  the  Maritime  Mobile  Service
Network (MMSN) assisted with a mayday call on 14.300 MHz,
which  NCS William Sturridge,  KI4MMZ,  handled.  Skipper
Andrew  Fleming,  KC4VOA,  on  board  the  sailing  yacht
Seaquel,  reported  his  vessel  taking  on  water  due  to  a
mechanical failure some 95 miles northwest of Puerto Rico and
headed to Florida. Fleming reported that he had been unable to
raise  the  US  Coast  Guard  or  other  agencies  on  the  radio.
Sturridge notified the Coast Guard and also contacted Moore to
assist in handling the crisis.
  “They  had  a  short  window  of  opportunity  in  which  to
communicate,”  Assistant  MMSN Net  Manager  Jeff  Savasta,
KB4JKL,  reported.  “It  was  only  approximately  5  minutes
before  contact  was  lost  with  the  vessel,  and  any  other
information that they obtained was via an in-house database
program which the MMSN utilizes for its contacts. KC4VOA
has checked in to the MMSN many times prior so there was a
vast amount of information on the vessel.”
   Savasta said the US Coast  Guard located the vessel  and
lowered a Coast Guard Paramedic via helicopter to treat a head
injury that Fleming had sustained. 
   Fleming and his wife Sally, KA3RUJ, later expressed their
gratitude to Sturridge. “We are so grateful that you heard us on
Thursday morning and were so persistent to make sure you got
everything correct,” they said. “I had worried lately that ham
radio might be overtaken by technology, but you proved that it
still  has  a  significant  place.  The  ham  community  is a
remarkable community and we are so grateful to be a part of it.
While cruising, ham nets are our principal source of weather,
and it is also how we stay in touch with our cruising friends all
over the world!” 
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WWV 25 MHz BACK ON THE AIR...
                  (from 04/08/2015 ARRL Letter)
     WWV’s 25 MHz Signal Still Going Strong After 1 Year
Back on the Air.
      Time and frequency standard station WWV silenced its
25  MHz  signal  in  1977,  but  it  returned  to  the  air  on  an
“experimental basis” a year ago, and it’s still up and running.
Resurrecting the long-dormant standard time outlet operated
by  the  National  Institute  of  Standards  and  Technology
(NIST) was  Matt Deutch,  N0RGT, WWV’s Lead  Electrical
Engineer.
   “We have been at 1 kW for the past year,” Deutch told
ARRL. “We have had a few hiccups, but nothing serious.”
Deutch  said  he  was  pleased  to  see  the  25  MHz  signal
included in a recent QST article, “just like the good ol’ days”
(see “Measuring Frequencies at VE3GSO,” in the April 2015
QST, p 37).
     “Here at the site we have even been discussing giving the
25 MHz signal its own antenna again,” Deutch said.  “The
ham in me wants to give it  something more exotic  than a
plain  ol’  boring  dipole.  But  what  antenna  could  it  be?”
Deutch said he was inspired by the article “Amateur Radio
Science” by Eric Nichols, KL7AJ, in the February 2013 QST,
which asked hams to do more to advance and contribute to
the radio art,  “but the gears in my brain are still turning,”
Deutch said.
      The return of WWV’s 25 MHz outlet came about after
Dean Lewis,  W9WGV, lamented its loss last year in an e-
mail to Deutch, who surprised him by putting the signal back
on the air, initially temporarily. The 25 MHz signal not only
provides another option to check your frequency calibration
or the exact time, it  also can serve to indicate the state of
propagation on 12 and 10 meters. Deutch said the WWV 25
MHz signal still gets signal reports from across the Atlantic.
    According to NIST, the 25 MHz broadcast includes the
normal  WWV information transmitted  on all  other  WWV
frequencies and at the same level of accuracy. The transmitter
in  Fort  Collins,  Colorado,  can put  out  2500  W into  what
Deutch  has  called  a  “broadband  monopole,”  although  he
keeps the transmitter running at about 1200 W. WWV has
invited listeners’ comments and signal reports.

WINDOWS 10 FREEBEES...
            ( Internet sources   )
<  http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-
10/feature-images   > 
   Lots of good images of representative tools.   Windows
10 is in Beta.  It is not true that the final released version
of Window 10 will be free for all computers.
<  http://www.techradar.com/us/news/software/operating-
systems/windows-10-release-date-price-news-and-
features-1029245  >

SSTV INVENTOR SK...
          ( ARRL bulletins,  03/26/2015  )
 Amateur  Radio  Television  Pioneer  Don  Miller,
W9NTP, SK 

 Amateur  Radio  television  Pioneer  and  past  ARRL
Central Division Director Don C. Miller, W9NTP, of
Waldron,  Indiana,  died  March  22.  He  was  91.  An
ARRL Life Member, he was licensed in 1943. In the
1960s Miller was instrumental in developing slow-scan
TV  (SSTV)  for  ham  radio,  working  with  Cop
MacDonald, VY2CM, and others. Miller wrote several
articles  on  SSTV  for  QST.  In  1972,  Dayton
Hamvention® honored Miller as Amateur of the Year.
Miller served as Central Division Director from 1977
until 1980.

    During World War II, Miller served in the US Army
Signal  Corps  before  being  recruited  to  work  at  the
Trinity atomic weapons test site in New Mexico as part
of the Manhattan Project.

   “I went to work one day and finally figured out that
we were building a nuclear bomb. But that’s all I knew
about  it,”  Miller  told  The  Rushville  Republican
newspaper  in  2007.  Miller  said  he  worked  with  J.
Robert  Oppenheimer,  who  oversaw  the  Manhattan
Project. Miller also was a collector of Native American
and other historical artifacts, and in 2014, FBI agents
raided  his  Indiana  home  and  confiscated  objects
alleged to have been collected in violation of federal
and  state  laws  and  of  several  treaties.  Miller’s
collection included artifacts from all  over the world.
He told investigators that he had began collecting as a
youngster.

  Miller held a PhD from Purdue University. After a
stint as a researcher at Naval Avionics in Indianapolis,
Miller and his wife, Sue, W9YL (SK), in 1984 founded
Wyman Research Inc, which developed and marketed
Amateur Radio SSTV and ATV equipment.  Wyman
Research engineered the SSTV gear used onboard the
Russian Mir space station.

    — Thanks to The Shelbyville News; The Daily DX
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PUBLISHED   BI-MONTHLY     BY    WEST   PARK   RADIOPS   AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB,  INC.   ----
A    NON-PROFIT   SCIENTIFIC   AND   EDUCATIONAL   CORPORATION,   FAIRVIEW PARK,  OHIO.

MEETINGS:  WEST  PARK RADIOPS  ARC meets  the  FIRST  and  THIRD  Friday evenings each month at
Cuyahoga Community College West Campus in the Public Safety Training Center, 11000 Pleasant Valley Dr. at 8 PM  sharp.

Dues  $12/yr.  We welcome anyone interested in amateur radio to our meetings.
We operate Monday night nets on 147.36 MHz at 9:00 p.m. local time.

http://www.westparkradiops.org
mailto:w8vm<at>arrl.net

W8VM


